LORD Definitions and FAQs for Service Work Trucks
DEFINITIONS
Aerial work platform (AWP) – Also known as a platform
truck, aerial device, elevating work platform (EWP), or
mobile elevating work platform (MEWP); is a mechanical
device used to provide temporary access for people or
equipment to inaccessible areas, usually at height.
Ambulance –Type I uses pickup truck chassis. Type II
are straight conversion of a van with a raised roof rather
than a modular body. Type III uses the cutaway van
chassis with modular bodies.
Box Truck – Also known as a cube truck, cube van, box
van, or straight truck, is a truck with a cuboid-shaped
cargo area.
Cab Forward – Also known as Cab-over, COE, or
forward control, is a body style of truck, bus or van that
has a vertical front or “flat face,” with the cab sitting
above the front axle. Also known as Low Cab Forward
(LCF).
Cab-over – see Cab Forward.
Chassis Cab – A body style and type of vehicle
construction often found in medium-duty truck
commercial vehicles where the customer is given the
“chassis” rails and a “cab.”
Cutaway van chassis – A “cutaway” is a full-size van
that the manufacturer stopped building from just behind
the driver and passenger seat. Used by second stage
manufacturers for a wide range of completed motor
vehicles. Can be either single rear wheel or dual rear
wheel. Common application of this type of vehicle
design and manufacturing includes small trucks, school
buses, recreational vehicles, minibuses, and (Type III)
ambulances.

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) – The maximum
operating weight/mass of a vehicle as specified by
the manufacturer including the vehicle’s chassis,
body, engine, engine fluids, fuel, accessories, driver,
passengers and cargo but excluding that of any trailers.
Heavy-duty Truck – Trucks that have a GVWR greater
than 26,000 lb and are usually used for performing
heavy duty work such as heavy duty loading/pick-up
and concrete mixer applications used in construction.
This usually includes (some) class 7 and class 8
vehicles.
Light-duty Truck – Trucks that fall within the GVWR
segments class 1, 2, and 3.
Medium-duty Truck – Trucks that fall within the GVWR
segments class 4, 5, 6 and sometimes 7.
Panel Van – Solid (rigid-bodies, non-articulated) van,
smaller than a truck, without rear side windows.
Reefer – a refrigerated truck or van used for
transporting temperature-sensitive goods.
Second Stage Manufacturer – known in the industry
as a “bodybuilder,” builds such products as bus and
truck bodies, ambulances, motor homes, and other
specialized vehicles.
Step Van – also known as multi-stop trucks or walk-in
delivery, step vans are a type of light-duty and mediumduty truck created for local deliveries to residences and
businesses. They are designed to be driven either sitting
down or standing up, and often provide easy access
between the driver and goods. They are usually taller
than full-size vans.

FAQ’s
Q: Why is LORD focusing on bonding with truck body
and trailer manufacturers?
A. We have helped many customers to implement
efficient and durable bonding solutions at similar
manufacturers and want to share our knowledge
and product portfolio as it relates to your specific
application.
Q: How did you come up with such an attractive
waterfall analysis? If it really looked that good
wouldn’t everyone be using it?
A. We work with each customer to develop a cost
savings analysis that applies to your specific
manufacturing process. We would be more than happy
to work with you and your specific data to see where
we can help you realize the benefits of using LORD
structural adhesives.
Q: How do adhesives improve my quality and
durability?
A. Reduction of stress concentrations, and elimination
of potential leak points. Elimination of potential galvanic
corrosion related to dissimilar metals.
Q: How does adhesives reduce stress
concentrations?
A. LORD adhesive utilizes 100% of surface area to bond
and more evenly distribute the joint flange stresses.
Stitch welding or rivets result in localized stress
concentrations on the points of attachment.
Q: Why should I care about improving aesthetics?
A. Modern attractive looking truck bodies and trailers,
reduced drag, and ability to custom wrap graphics.
Q: How can I improve my customer warranty rates?
A. LORD structural adhesives bond and seal in one
step, this eliminates water leaks which damages
precious cargo. Durability and life cycle of a bonded
joint outlives its mechanically fastened counterpart.
Q: How much is this going to cost to implement?
A. Overall costs will be determined by your overall scale
goals. Initial investment to start trials and validate it can
be very minimal with hand applied dispensers. Your
choice on full production fully integrated equipment can
vary greatly depending on overall complexity and goals
but we have typically seen significant costs savings
once converting over to full production.
Q: How easy is it to switch from current
manufacturing method over to adhesives?
A. LORD adhesives are designed to be simple
to implement for most assembly processes. With
multiple cure speeds available from several LORD

material families with only minimal surface prep
required, LORD adhesive products and experienced
LORD Representatives shorten the learning curve for
immediate success.
Q: How long does it take to transition or changeover
to this solution?
A. Depending on the requirements or validation needed,
the changeover can be facilitated in just a few days or
up to a few weeks depending on design and equipment
considerations.
Q: Do I have to chance my current joint design?
A. Possibly, however most riveted or fastened joints
have overlap joints that are adhesive friendly. Parts
should be engineered towards joints that experience
shear or compression forces and work to minimize
designs that illustrate significant peel or tension.
Q: How do I qualify the proposed adhesive solution?
A. Adhesion performance testing, process trials and
parts teardowns are excellent ways to qualify and build
confidence in the application. LORD Tech Support can
assist with choosing the right adhesive, testing and
implementation.
Q: Where can I buy the adhesive?
A. LORD distributes through highly qualified authorized
distributors who provide engineered solutions to utilize
best in industry LORD adhesives with excellent value.
Q: How do I learn more about LORD and adhesives in
general?
A. Training videos, user’s instructions and tech tips
are easily accessed at LORD.com. On site visits at the
customer are encouraged where hands-on training
and demonstrations are provided by LORD and its
distributors. Also, check YouTube and Twitter for current
information about LORD adhesives.
Q: How do we repair these bonded panels vs.
mechanical panels.
A. LORD has provided valued solutions in the
transportation industry since the 1990’s with excellent
results in repair solutions. LORD application support
has provided knowledge and expertise with prospective
manufacturers to create written repair procedures for
bonded panel replacement and patch panel repair
which in most cases illustrates viable cost savings
and improved quality when compared to traditional
welded and riveted designs. See LORD.com/Fusor for
information on proven repair strategies for bonded parts.
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